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Just Thinking 

 

Number 125 

 

 
Source:  http://iotwreport.com/?p=280036 

 

JT:  Obama change has arrived in the United States of America 

*** 
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Source:  http://iotwreport.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/03/383x372xbaby-7-weeks-

.jpg.pagespeed.ic.FeSG6U_YNq.jpg 

 

JT:  Conceive that this is an unborn American.  Conceive Obama's position that this 

unborn American should be aborted.  Conceive that this unborn American has 

received a scalpel in the heart, has had the brain sucked out, and has been thrown 

into a toilet, the garbage bin, or a burning fire.  You Progressives, Obots, Liberals, 

Dumbed-downers, Socialists-Communists voted for this kind of human behavior.. 

 

See more images of A Child Is Born by Lennart Nilsson at 

http://www.lennartnilsson.com/child_is_born.html# 

 

JT:  Placing abortion and birth in the Obama perspective is this from the IRS:  At 

http://townhall.com/tipsheet/leahbarkoukis/2015/04/01/irs-abortions-are-eligible-for-a-

tax-deduction-n1979558 we read “Tax Day is quickly approaching and those looking 

to figure out which of their medical expenses are deductible might be surprised to see 

abortion at the top of the list of items that can be included in one’s medical expense 

deduction. That’s right, according to the IRS, ‘you can include in medical expenses 

the amount you pay for a legal abortion.’ In other words, killing your child earns you a 

tax break. Even more disconcerting, however, is that the medical expenses parents 

incur for a stillborn child cannot be deducted. So death of a child by natural causes 

cannot be exempted, while the active killing of an unborn child can be deducted.” 

 

Obama is so considerate. 

*** 
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At http://www.newsmax.com/TheWire/iran-trusted-nuclear-

deal/2015/03/31/id/635559/ Jim Meyers informs us of 14 Reasons Iran Can Never Be 

Trusted on a Nuclear Deal. The article is quoted below verbatim with an occasional, 

sourced addition. 

 
"Iran and six world powers announced a further extension of talks on the country's nuclear program 

on Tuesday, with hopes of reaching a final agreement by the end of June.  But regardless of whether 

a deal is ultimately reached, and despite the Obama administration's insistence on striking an accord 

with Iran, there are significant reasons why the Islamic Republic cannot be trusted. 

 

1. Iran has previously lied about its intentions regarding its nuclear program, maintaining that it is 

designed strictly for peaceful purposes. But in November 2010, the International Atomic Energy 

Agency (IAEA) released a report stating that inspectors had found credible evidence that Iran had 

been conducting experiments aimed at designing a nuclear weapon until 2003, and that research 

may have continued after that. The IAEA stated: "Iran has carried out activities relevant to the 

development of a nuclear explosive device." 

 

2. Iran remains a sworn enemy of the U.S., despite the negotiations with America and its allies. In 

late March, a speech by Iran's Supreme Leader Ali Khamenei was interrupted by the chant of "Death 

to America." He smiled and responded, "Of course yes, death to America." 

 

3. Iran's President Hassan Rouhani has lied in the past about human rights in Iran. He declared that 

"ethnicities, all religions, even religious minorities, must feel justice." But his regime has executed 

Iranian Kurds and Araba, imprisoned Christians, and hanged a 26-year-old woman who killed her 

rapist, a former Iranian intelligence officer. 

 

4. Rouhani has lied about freedom of the press in Iran, saying in 2013 that his regime has not 

blocked any "important piece of news" from the country. But an Iranian journalist who defected on 

Saturday said Tehran tightly controls the media and journalists' "main job is to make sure that all the 

news fed back to Iran goes through their channels." 

 

5. Rouhani demonstrated his duplicity when he was Iran's chief nuclear negotiator in 2003. His 

spokesman bragged that through negotiations, "the world gradually came close to believing that 

Iran's nuclear activities posed no security or military threat." 

 

6. Iran has religious justification for lying and misleading. Taqiyya is the Shiite religious rationale for 

concealment or dissimulation in political or worldly affairs. Iranian leaders can believe that they are 

obliged by their faith not to tell the truth. 

 

7. Iran could kick out the nuclear inspectors. Even if the country does reach an agreement to allow 

inspectors in to monitor its nuclear program, it could always do what North Korea did in the 1990s 

and kick them out. 

 

8. The Iranians have balked at formally signing off on an agreement regarding its nuclear program, 

instead suggesting that they prefer an oral agreement. The West would have nothing on paper to 

point to if Iran suddenly voided the deal. 
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9. Former U.S. Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice has said, "You absolutely cannot trust [the 

Iranians]," noting that they have given the IAEA "the runaround" and "hid their nuclear program for 

decades." 

 

10. Leon Panetta also said they can't be trusted. Obama's former defense secretary and CIA chief 

once said: "One thing I've learned both at the CIA and as secretary of defense is that the Iranians 

can't be trusted." 

 

11. There's no surefire way to make sure Iran is following the rules of any deal. While U.S. National 

Security Adviser Susan Rice declared that there will be a "distrust and verify" approach to Iran's 

nuclear program, she has offered no ironclad method to assure that promise. 

 

11. Tehran has recently stepped back from proposals it previously indicated it might accept, 

including the shipment of its enriched uranium stocks to Russia. 

 

12. Iran has never stepped back from its vow to "wipe Israel off the map." [Mohammad Reza 

Naqdi, commander of the Iranian Revolutionary Guard’s Basij Militia, says “erasing 

Israel off the map” is ‘nonnegotiable (http://www.timesofisrael.com/iran-militia-chief-

destroying-israel-nonnegotiable/)] 

 

14. Iran has achieved ballistic missile capability along with its nuclear program, an ominous 

development suggesting that, despite any agreement, the Iranians remain intent on acquiring 

nuclear weapons." 

 

JT:  The bottom line is that neither John Kerry nor Obama care about these 14 

points.  Kerry wants to receive the Nobel Peace Prize and win the 2016 presidential 

election and Obama wants to go down in history as a peace bringer!  Kerry should 

receive the international lemon of the year prize, although it doesn't exist and if it did 

exist, Kerry receiving the prize would be an insult to lemons.  Obama should just go 

down. 

*** 

 

Peaceful and tolerant accomplishments of Islam as of the writing of Just Thinking 125 

From http://www.thereligionofpeace.com.  

� 2015.04.03 (Logar, Afghanistan) - Four children and two women are among a 
family of seven disassembled by Religion of Peace bombers. 
 

� 2015.04.03 (Sinai, Egypt) - Three civilians are murdered by a branch of the 
Islamic State. 

 
� 2015.04.03 (Dera Ismail Khan, Pakistan) - Sunni extremists gun down two 

people outside a children's hospital. 
 

� 2015.04.03 (Maidogo, Chad) - Seven innocents are murdered during an 
assault by Sharia radicals. 
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� 2015.04.03 (Baghdad, Iraq) - Women are among eight people pulled into 
pieces by a Jihad bomb blast at a market. 

 
� 2015.04.02 (Garissa, Kenya) - A handful of devout Muslims storm a Christian 

college, separate out the non-Muslims and execute one-hundred and fifty in 
cold blood. 

 

� https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S4RtrsySdNU.  You are what you leave 

behind!  Evidently this Muslim woman received special permission of how to 

do number two.  Whether it was from Muhammad or Aisha, we don't know.  

Read:  

http://www.thecompleteobamatimeline.com/uploads/3/5/7/4/3574872/howtodo

numberoneandnumbertwoproperly.pdf.  

 

� The cancer Islam is claiming immunity from vaccines, 

http://www.vaccinationcouncil.org/2011/01/20/islam-vaccines-and-health-2/), in 

light of the fact that an Israeli biotech company is developing a vaccine for 

cancer that it says can help prevent the return of the lethal disease for 90% of 

the different types of cancers. (Read more at 

http://iotwreport.com/#DEXB6y1iygiHg9G7.99).   

 

� World’s Leading Islamic University: Al-Azhar textbook: Eating dead Jews, 

Christians and infidels ‘halal’ if necessary – (See more at: 

http://pamelageller.com/#sthash.TEChryjs.dpuf)  

 

� As Obama rushes to appease Iran, Iran places guided warheads on Hizb’Allah 

rockets aimed at Israel – (See more at: 

http://pamelageller.com/#sthash.TEChryjs.dpuf) 

 

� Over 25,000 foreign jihadis have joined the Islamic State and al-Qaeda  

(http://www.jihadwatch.org/2015/04/over-25000-foreign-jihadis-have-joined-

the-islamic-state-and-al-qaeda) 

 

� Islamic State levels entire cemetery to avoid "worship of the dead".  

(http://www.jihadwatch.org/2015/03/islamic-state-levels-entire-cemetery-to-

avoid-worship-of-the-dead).  

 

� Islamic State justifies using child executioners by invoking Muhammad's 

example.  (http://www.jihadwatch.org/2015/03/islamic-state-justifies-using-

child-executioners-by-invoking-muhammads-example)  

 

� Al-Qaeda fighters free about 300 terrorists and criminals from a prison in al-

Mukalla, Yemen. 
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JT:  Professor Tina Magaard, a Danish religious writes: “What is striking is not in itself 

that one can find murderous passages in the Islamic texts, as such passages can 

also be found in other religions. But it is striking how much space these passages 

takes up in the Islamic texts and how much they focus on a them-and-us-logic where 

infidels and apostates are characterized as dirty, rotten, criminal, hypocritical and 

dangerous. It is also striking how much these texts demands the reader to fight the 

infidels, both with the words and the sword. In many passages Mohammed plays a 

central role as one who encourages the use of violence, whether it comes to 

stonings, beheadings, acts of war or execution of critics and poets.”  

(http://www.jihadwatch.org/2015/04/danish-professor-jihadis-are-just-following-the-

example-of-muhammad)  

*** 

 

 
Source: The White House - Cropped from this image, originally available on Flickr as P061209PS-

0073.  

 

JT:  The president with a tall, black, dude.  Check the dude's nose!  Clever!  Well 

done! 

*** 

 

Michele Bachmann (R-MN and former Congresswoman) makes the following 
comment on Facebook: 
“With his Iran deal, Barack Obama is for the 300 million souls of the United States 
what Andreas Lubitz was for the 150 souls on the German Wings flight—a deranged 
pilot flying his entire nation into the rocks. After the fact, among the smoldering 
remains of American cities, the shocked survivors will ask, why did he do it?” 
(https://www.facebook.com/teambachmann/posts/10152764328972361)  
 
JT:  If there are any survivors!  Considering the idiotic replies to Michelle Bachmann's 
comment, it is conclusive that this opinion doesn't sit well with Progressives, Obots, 
Liberals, Dumbed-Downers, Socialists-Communists (POLDS).  They won't believe 
the truth about any valid criticism of Barack Hussein Obama. Thus they show their 
stupidity!!! 

*** 
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Source:  http://iotwreport.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/04/336x243xpigs-eating-
obamalunches-.jpg.pagespeed.ic.J6Y14Lc3My.jpg 
 
Michelle O’s ‘healthy’ lunches fed to pigs.  Read more at 
http://iotwreport.com/?p=280402#T5wvs2w7Dr4Bf9Ok.99. 
 
JT:  I re-checked.  There is no insinuation in the article that Moose is a swine!  I don't 
know if pigs in this use is a euphemism for POLDS. 

*** 
 

From http://www.thefederalistpapers.org/us/modern-version-of-the-story-of-the-ant-
and-the-grasshopper: 

OLD VERSION: 

The ant worked hard in the withering heat all summer long, building his house and laying up 

supplies for the winter. 

The grasshopper thought the ant to be a fool, laughed, danced, and played the summer away. 

Come winter, the ant is warm and well fed. The grasshopper has no food or shelter, so he dies 

out in the cold. 

MORAL OF THE STORY: Be responsible for yourself! 

MODERN VERSION (POLD VERSION):   

The ant works hard in the withering heat and the rain all summer long, building his house and 

laying up supplies for the winter. 

The grasshopper thought the ant to be a fool, laughed, danced, and played the summer 

away… 
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Come winter, the shivering grasshopper calls a press conference and demands to know why 

the ant should be allowed to be warm and well fed while he is cold and starving.  

CBS, NBC, MNBC, PBS, CNN, and ABC show up to provide pictures of the shivering 

grasshopper next to a video of the ant in his comfortable home with a table filled with food. 

America is stunned by the sharp contrast. 

How can this be, that in a country of such wealth, this poor grasshopper is allowed to suffer 

so? 

Kermit the Frog appears on Oprah with the grasshopper and everybody cries as they sing, ‘It’s 

Not Easy Being Green…’ 

ACORN stages a demonstration in front of the ant’s house where the news stations film the 

group singing, “We shall overcome.” Then Rev. Jeremiah Wright, Rev. Jackson, Rev. 

Sharpton join together and have the group kneel down to pray to (Allah) for the grasshopper’s 

sake. 

President Obama condemns the ant and blames President Bush, President Reagan, 

Christopher Columbus, and the Pope for the grasshopper’s plight. Nancy Pelosi & Harry Reid 

exclaim in an interview with Larry King that the ant has gotten rich off the back of the 

grasshopper, and both call for an immediate tax hike on the ant to make him pay his fair 

share. 

Finally, the Congress drafts the (EEOC) Economic Equity & Anti-Grasshopper Act, 

retroactive to the beginning of the summer. 

The ant is fined for failing to hire a proportionate number of green bugs and, having nothing 

left to pay his retroactive taxes, his home is confiscated by the Government Green Czar and 

given to the grasshopper. 

The story ends as we see the grasshopper and his free-loading friends finishing up the last bits 

of the ant’s food while the government house he is in, which, as you recall, just happens to be 

the ant’s old house, crumbles around them because the grasshopper doesn’t maintain it. 

The ant has disappeared in the snow, never to be seen again. The grasshopper is found dead in 

a drug related incident, and the house, now abandoned, is taken over by a gang of spiders who 

terrorize the ramshackle, once prosperous and once peaceful, neighborhood. 

The entire Nation collapses bringing the rest of the free world with it. 

Make sure that you pass this on to other ants. Don’t bother telling it to any grasshoppers 

because they wouldn’t understand it, anyway. 

JT:  Obama retires to an Islamic country and plays golf the rest of his life.  Moose is 
thrilled about having more time to gouge down caviar, lobster, and an occasional 100 
cheeseburgers. And … methinks the black spiders are Muslims. 

*** 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zv4ihgF__3A 
 
JT:  John McCain or Mitch McConnell or Lindsey Graham in disguise?  Take your 
pick. 

*** 
 
The more Barack Hussein Obama gives in to Iran, the more he is like the Iranian 
leader with one exception.  Here's proof. 

 
Source:  IRONY CURTAIN via http://iotwreport.com/wp-

content/uploads/2015/03/543x831xIranDeal.jpg.pagespeed.ic.9qeHRyHJIj.jpg. 

*** 
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We read the following essay by Dr. Jack Wheeler at  
http://patriotsforamerica.ning.com/forum/topics/obama-s-plan-for-a-fascist-
america?commentId=2734278%3AComment%3A776931&xg_source=activity 

OBAMA'S PLAN FOR A FASCIST AMERICA 

  Written by Dr. Jack Wheeler    

  Friday, 13 March 2015 

Ha Long Bay, Northern Vietnam.  This place is so spectacularly beautiful there's no wonder 

why it's a World Heritage Site.   

Americans are welcome now in Vietnam, where so many people speak English because it's 

required to learn it in school as a second language.  Vietnamese have embraced capitalism 

with a vengeance, even while they are ruled by the same Commie Party we fought in the 60s, 

the Hammer & Sickle flies everywhere and Ho Chi Minh is pictured on their currency. 

The days of America being Hanoi's enemy are long gone.  China is the enemy today as it has 

been for over two thousand years of Vietnamese history, against which Hanoi needs America 

as an ally.  The tides of history ebb and flow.  America's greatest enemy today is not external 

but within. A far more mortal danger to our country than Putin Russia, Chicom China, or 

Reconquista Mexico is a Hate America White House with the clear goal of creating a Fascist 

America.   

Government control of all of our major institutions and industries is taking place right before 

our eyes in broad daylight.  If we have any chance of reversing it, we must begin by 

identifying exactly what is going on.  The first step is to call what is going on by its accurate 

name:  fascism. 

The Left loves to use the term as a pejorative sneer for anything lefties don't like.  But as an 

economic theory it has a specific meaning.   

Socialism is government ownership of businesses and industries, with everyone in the 

economy - workers, managers, executives - being an employee of the State.  In Castro's Cuba 

until recently, even shoeshine boys had to belong to a state cooperative. 

Fascism, by contrast and far more dishonestly, is government control of ostensibly private 

business and industry, the owners and executives of which can do nothing without 

bureaucratic regulatory approval.  This is the economy Zero is determined to achieve.  He is 

doing so with astonishing rapidity - and with Chicago gangsterism and corrupt thuggishness, 

hallmarks of any fascist regime. 

So rapid and thuggishly thorough it leaves the Marxist agenda of the Frankfurt School's 

"march through the institutions" - both economic and cultural - of the 20th century in the 

dust.  It is a 21st century blitzkrieg of fascism. Let's itemize it. 

*Healthcare.  This is the most obvious.  Obamacare is a fascist federal takeover of the entire 

scope of health and medical care in the US, from insurance to hospitals to physicians. 
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*Banking.  Less obvious is the extent to which the Dodd-Frank Act, named after two of the 

most corrupt crooks ever in Congress, gives federal regulators unlimited arbitrary control over 

the entire banking industry in the US. 

*Communications.  The recent ruling of the FCC now makes the Internet a federally 

regulated utility, giving Zero's bureaucrats unlimited power for stifling innovation, 

competition, and websites they disapprove of.  Add to this, of course, Zero's NSA that has 

unlimited power to spy on the private communications of all Americans.  

*Energy.  The excuse of imaginary man-made global warming as a rationale for Climate 

Fascism to control energy production has so far failed - thanks to fracking and global 

cooling.  But not for lack of trying, as climate fascists become ever more hysterical in their 

demands and hatred for anyone who denies their lies. 

*Education.  Common Core is the Department of Education's takeover of local and state 

education on steroids.  There is no constitutional authority for the very existence of the federal 

Education Department, much less its Anti-American history propaganda of Common Core or 

Mrs. Zero's fascist school lunch starvation program. 

*Defense.  The combination of the homosexualization of the military, massive defense cuts, 

and the promotion of officers who are merely politically correct bureaucrats in uniform is 

reducing the Pentagon to Zero's Poodle. 

Add to this the treating allies like Israel with contempt, the refusal to defend America from 

Moslem barbarianism, and helping Iran to acquire nuclear weapons. 

*Family and Culture.  Homofascism, same-sex "marriage" now morphing to 

homopolygamy, the unceasing attempts to racially divide America and demonize whites as 

racist (witness Zero's latest: "Slaves built the White House"). 

 

*Economy and Unemployment.  Crony capitalism, mass unemployment and disability 

payments to gain mass dependency on government welfare.  People dependent on you vote 

for you. 

*Justice and the Rule of Law.  Two words define the most corrupt federal justice system in 

US history:  Eric Holder.  Add to this Zero's blizzard of unconstitutional edicts (Executive 

Orders and Memorandums), and the blackmailing of Chief Justice John Roberts (and how 

many other judges?) to rule as demanded. 

*Democracy.  The purpose of Zero's Amnesty for millions of illegal aliens is to enable them 

to illegally vote to place Democrats in permanent power. 

Put this all together, and you see it is a fully comprehensive across-the-board plan to create a 

Fascist America.  The only way to stop it is to start pulling it out by the roots. 

E.g., Dodd-Frank and Obamacare must be repealed, FCC net neutrality reversed, every Zero 

EO undone, the EPA and the Department of Education must be fully defunded and 

eliminated, no welfare of any kind for illegals... the list of what must be done is very long.  
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None of this can be done, however, without achieving the first priority:  explaining exactly 

why Zero is a fascist, why Dems are fascist, why the Left is fascist - and refusing to support, 

donate money to or vote for any Pub politician who won't do so. 

Zero, the Dems, the Left's Grievance  Industry, and their propagandists pretending to call 

themselves "journalists" have got to be put on the defensive.  They have to be labeled for 

what they in fact are:  fascists advocating smothering (and unconstitutional) national 

government control over every major business and institution in America. 

Thus the most critical issue of our day is Freedom vs. Fascism.  The 2016 contest for 

Congress and the White House must be framed in this context.   

"Are you for freedom or are you for fascism?" is the question to ask any politician.  "Are you 

for liberating America's businesses and institutions from Obama's fascist controls or not?"   

Freedom in America is dying, but it is not dead yet.  It can still be rescued and revived - but 

not unless we correctly diagnose what is killing it.  Only then can radical surgery be 

performed to remove the cancerous tumor of Obama Fascism causing its impending demise. 

Exposing Obama's Plan for a Fascist America is where we must start.  Let's get started.  

JT:  A complementary work to this essay is THE AMERICAN CRISIS 

(http://www.amazon.com/American-Crisis-Frederick-William-

Dame/dp/1500771139/ref=sr_1_7?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1419456221&sr=1-

7&keywords=frederick+william+dame) 

 

The book's importance is as follows: 

 

Since Barack Hussein Obama first took office as president of the United States of 

America in 2008, he has tried to turn his seat into a throne and has slowly but surely 

stripped our nation of the wisdom and knowledge at the root of what We the People 

cherish most. Our Constitution is collapsing around us, and rather than try to save it, 

the media, the moonstruck public, and partisan politicians have merely averted their 

eyes. 

 

But we cannot stay blind to the things this man has done. We cannot look the other 

way as he continues to lead our nation further away from the principles on which it 

was founded. We must face this crisis head-on, lest everything we hold dear will be 

lost. 

 

The American Crisis takes a long, hard look at the contemporary American political 

environment through open eyes and brings the harsh realities of our situation into full 

focus, exposing the truths the public has tried to avoid or cover up with lies. 

 

Composed of nineteen essays in the spirit of Thomas Paine’s famous American Crisis 

Papers of 1776–1783, it is sure to stir controversy—and will inevitably raise 

awareness, as it raises brows. (http://www.thecompleteobamatimeline.com/the-books.html) 

*** 
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There is no difference between communism and socialism, except in the means of 

achieving the same ultimate end: communism proposes to enslave men by force, 

socialism—by vote. It is merely the difference between murder and suicide. – Ayn  

Rand (“Foreign Policy Drains U.S. of Main Weapon,” The Los Angeles times, Sept. 9, 

1962, G2 at http://aynrandlexicon.com/lexicon/socialism.htm.) 

JT:  Be like Pamela Geller!  Heed Ayn Rand's truths. 

*** 
 

And Jesus died for each one of these people…. 

The Shoe Bomber was a Muslim 

The Beltway Snipers were Muslims 

The Fort Hood Shooter was a Muslim 

The underwear Bomber was a Muslim 

The U-S.S. Cole Bombers were Muslims 

The Madrid Train Bombers were Muslims 

The Bali Nightclub Bombers were Muslims 

The London Subway Bombers were Muslims 

The Moscow Theatre Attackers were Muslims 

The Boston Marathon Bombers were Muslims 

The Pan-Am flight #93 Bombers were Muslims 

The Air France Entebbe Hijackers were Muslims 

The Iranian Embassy Takeover, was by Muslims 

The Beirut U.S. Embassy bombers were Muslims 

The Libyan U.S. Embassy Attack was by Muslims 

The Buenos Aires Suicide Bombers were Muslims 

The Israeli Olympic Team Attackers were Muslims 

The Kenyan U.S, Embassy Bombers were Muslims 

The Saudi, Khobar Towers Bombers were Muslims 

The Beirut Marine Barracks bombers were Muslims 

The Besian Russian School Attackers were Muslims 

The first World Trade Center Bombers were Muslims 

The Bombay & Mumbai India Attackers were Muslims 

The Achille Lauro Cruise Ship Hijackers were Muslims 

The September 11th 2001 Airline Hijackers were Muslims’ 

Obama and Jarrett are Muslims 

Think of it: 

Buddhists living with Hindus = No Problem 

Hindus living with Christians = No Problem 

Hindus living with Jews = No Problem 

Christians living with Shintos = No Problem 

Shintos living with Confucians = No Problem 

Confusians living with Baha’is = No Problem 

Baha’is living with Jews = No Problem 

Jews living with Atheists = No Problem 

Atheists living with Buddhists = No Problem 

Buddhists living with Sikhs = No Problem 
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Sikhs living with Hindus = No Problem 

Hindus living with Baha’is = No Problem 

Baha’is living with Christians = No Problem 

Christians living with Jews = No Problem 

Jews living with Buddhists = No Problem 

Buddhists living with Shintos = No Problem 

Shintos living with Atheists = No Problem 

Atheists living with Confucians = No Problem 

Confusians living with Hindus = No Problem 

Muslims living with Hindus = Problem 

Muslims living with Buddhists = Problem 

Muslims living with Christians = Problem 

Muslims living with Jews = Problem 

Muslims living with Sikhs = Problem 

Muslims living with Baha’is = Problem 

Muslims living with Shintos = Problem 

Muslims living with Atheists = Problem 

MUSLIMS LIVING WITH MUSLIMS = BIG PROBLEM 

**********SO THIS LEADS TO ***************** 

They’re not happy in Gaza 

They’re not happy in Egypt 

They’re not happy in Libya 

They’re not happy in Morocco 

They’re not happy in Iran 

They’re not happy in Iraq 

They’re not happy in Yemen 

They’re not happy in Afghanistan 

They’re not happy in Pakistan 

They’re not happy in Syria 

They’re not happy in Lebanon 

They’re not happy in Nigeria 

They’re not happy in Kenya 

They’re not happy in Sudan 

They’re not happy in Australia 

They’re not happy in England 

They’re not happy in Belgium 

They’re not happy in France 

They’re not happy in Italy 

They’re not happy in Germany 

They’re not happy in Sweden 

They’re not happy in the USA & Canada 

They’re not happy in Norway & India 

They’re not happy in almost every country! And who do they blame? Not Islam… 

Not their leadership… Not themselves… THEY BLAME THE COUNTRIES THEY 

ARE HAPPY IN!! 
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And they want to change the countries they’re in, to be like the countries they came 

from where they were really unhappy and finally they will get hammered !!!! 

Islamic Jihad: AN ISLAMIC TERROR ORGANIZATION 

ISIS: AN ISLAMIC TERROR ORGANIZATION 

Al-Qaeda: AN ISLAMIC TERROR ORGANIZATION 

Taliban: AN ISLAMIC TERROR ORGANIZATION 

Hamas: AN ISLAMIC TERROR ORGANIZATION 

Hezbollah: AN ISLAMIC TERROR ORGANIZATION 

Boko Haram: AN ISLAMIC TERROR ORGANIZATION 

Al-Nusra: AN ISLAMIC TERROR ORGANIZATION 

Abu Sayyaf: AN ISLAMIC TERROR ORGANIZATION 

Al-Badr: AN ISLAMIC TERROR ORGANIZATION 

Muslim Brotherhood: AN ISLAMIC TERROR ORGANIZATION 

Lashkar-e-Taiba: AN ISLAMIC TERROR ORGANIZATION 

Palestine Liberation Front: AN ISLAMIC TERROR ORGANIZATION 

Ansaru: AN ISLAMIC TERROR ORGANIZATION 

Jemaah Islamiyah: AN ISLAMIC TERROR ORGANIZATION 

Abdullah Azzam Brigades: AN ISLAMIC TERROR ORGANIZATION 

The Democratic Party: AN ISLAMIC TERROR ORGANIZATION AND A LOT 

MORE !!!!!!! 

Source: Original author unknown. http://iotwreport.com/?p=280441 via Jerry 
Manderin. 

JT:  Add:  A Muslim in the White House and Muslims in every level of government = 

America's problem! 

*** 

 

http://themetapicture.com/23-mind-bending-optical-illusion-paintings-by-rob-

gonsalves/ 

JT:  Enjoy these works of art. 

*** 
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